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By Mike Brownlow, Jonatronix

Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Project X: Alien Adventures:
Turquoise: Nurp Stampede, Mike Brownlow, Jonatronix, The micro-friends arrive on Planet Exis, but
a space villain called Badlaw is waiting for them! Now Nok needs the friends' help to defeat Badlaw
and save the planet. Find out what happens in Planet Exis. In Attack of the Buzzles, our heroes are
chased by a swarm of scary-looking insects will they be able to get away? Nok leads the micro-
friends to his home to find his parents, the King and Queen of Exis, but the palace is deserted. Find
out what's happened to them in The Empty Palace. In Battle with the Beast, the mysterious Arkon
explains to Max, Cat, Ant, Tiger and Nok about the mission that they must go on but first they must
face a giant energy beast! Nok loses the precious mission map in Nurp Stampede. Find out if the
micro-friends can get it back before they are spotted by Badlaw's Krools. In The Trap, Nok is caught
in a trap set by the Krools. Find out if Max, Cat, Ant, Tiger and Seven can save him in time. Each
book comes with notes on...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf may be worth acquiring. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not hard to understand. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the
finest book i have read through during my personal existence and might be he greatest pdf for at any time.
-- Jeffr y Tr om p-- Jeffr y Tr om p

A really awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Pa tsy B la nda-- Pr of . Pa tsy B la nda
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